The role of side-specific biopsy and dominant tumor location at radical prostatectomy in predicting the side of nodal metastases in organ confined prostate cancer: is lymphatic spread really unpredictable?
The aim of this study was to evaluate the correlation between the location of prostate cancer (PCa) either at biopsy or at radical prostatectomy (RP) specimens and the side of positive lymph nodes (LNs). Furthermore, we assessed the risk of contralateral LN metastasis (LNMs) in patients with unilateral positive biopsy and/or dominant lesion at RP. We reviewed retrospectively our prospectively maintained database of patients with LNM treated with robot-assisted RP and bilateral robot-assisted extended pelvic lymph node dissection (EPLND) for PCa from January 2014 to May 2018 at a surgical high-volume center. All men with a suspicion for PCa underwent a 12-cores prostate biopsy. In case of a first negative biopsy but the persistence of suspicion, all the patients underwent prostate multiparametric magnetic resonance imaging (mpMRI) and subsequently either fusion targeted biopsy (TBx) or systematic standard biopsy (SBx), in case of positive or negative mpMRI, respectively. All patients underwent a robot-assisted RP. Whole-mount histological sections resected from the RP specimens were used as reference standards. Eighty-seven patients were enrolled for the study. Median number of LNs retrieved per patient was 26, specifically 13 and 12, on the left and right side, respectively. Seven of 24 (29.1%) right lobe positive biopsy showed positive LNs on the left side (one exclusively left, 6 bilateral LNMs). Again, 12 of 26 (46.1%) left lobe positive biopsy showed positive LNs on the right side (one exclusively right, 11 bilateral LNMs). No significant differences of performance to predict the side of LNMs were recorded in the SBx and TBx groups. Concerning RP specimens, only five of 22 (22.7%) right lobe dominant cases showed positive LNs on the left side (two exclusively left, 3 bilateral LN metastases). Again, none of 16 left lobe dominant cases showed positive LNs on the contralateral side (15 exclusively right, 1 bilateral LNMs). Our results suggest confirmed that a unilateral LN dissection limited to the tumor-bearing side of the gland evaluated by biopsy specimens should not be recommended due to the substantial risk of missing contralateral LNMs.